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About This Game

Nano Driller is a brisk, meditative action-puzzler that can be completed in 25-45 minutes. It's built primarily to be replayed, or
to simply be enjoyed at any time of the day. It places the focus on unique, momentum-based controls to offer a puzzle game
which remains fun to play well after the first playthrough. These puzzles and action sequences take place in a series of rooms
and doors which ask the player not only to use their reflexes and puzzle-solving abilities, but also to stretch their navigational

muscles here and there. Once you've completed the main game, you can continue to hunt down increasingly more difficult time
attack achievements, or try an alternative ship type for a new challenge.
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Title: Nano Driller
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Will Bowerman
Publisher:
Will Bowerman
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 64bit Intel compatible Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 compliant graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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nano driller

I wish there was an option other than just yes or no. I'd have thought that after all this time these guys would've fixed single-
player mode, but nope. It is still insanely difficult because their lazy implementation of 1 player mode is that you have to control
both agents in tandem. I've failed every easy mission on 1p, because it is so easy for whoever you aren't actively controlling at
the time to get captured. 1p NEEDS AI controlling the other agent, just like in the Tutorial.
2P is quality fun though. If I could recommend it separately I would.. It was about time! I've been waiting this release for years.
Gameplay is incredible fun and addictive. The music is amazing.
Looking forward to Inversus 2, haha.. It's an ok mini game, considering I do an average of 115 wpm I like to try games like
these to mess around with others but the game modes are a little meh, there's variation but meh. For a couple of bucks, sure,
why not lol.. Well worth checking out
but this game is getting a lot of negative reviews for one reason
YOU NEED HAMACHI TO PLAY TWO PLAYERS

***********Since there are no actual servers made by this small developer, it's meant for computers on the same line. Hamachi
is meant to work around that**************. One of the Wost Games i Ever Play.. being free, you don\u2019t expect a lot
from Boo Bunny Plague, I played it back in 2014 and as a 15 year old I actually didn\u2019t hate it. It\u2019s a pretty
humourous and goofy game overall. Graphics are basically what you expect from a free game made in 2014 & controls can be a
bit touchy. But overall, it\u2019s free - why complain \ud83e\udd37\ud83c\udffc\u200d\u2640\ufe0f
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This should be called Teleporting of Soccer

Its laggy no matter what server you join you can't play any match without everything just teleporting around

Unplayable game. I'm surprised at how much I enjoyed this, especially the drill instructor training mode portion. I might edit
this review if I find that there's more I want to say.. Decapitating pixelated Samurais is so much fun. I loved the old Shinobi
games on Mega drive/Genesis and this game is awesome. A little on the Dark Souls scale of difficulty but you don't feel it as it's
so smooth and fun to play. Defo recommended.

If you wanna check out the video I made of it, you can here: https://youtu.be/ZpawnUJDn9Q. I did not see anybody playing the
game. Dont waste your time.. This game has serious potential but has no online community. Adding bots would help but dont
buy this game unless you have a friend or a group to play with. Classes are fun and creative but could use some tweaking.
. Must-buy for the vive. It does everything i could have asked it to. This is literally THE type of thing i was hoping would come
to VR.. Fingerbones is a short psychological horror experience that presents a credible atmosphere without feeling the need to
\u201cscare\u201d you. My only complaint is the needlessly exploitative nature of some of it's narrative themes. Worth your
time.. I love games with ninjas, but this one is a complete trash. Jump, jump, jump... nothing more. And it looks like a old flash
game. Not worth even half a penny.. Driftmoon - Very interesting ARPG.

If you like an ARPG that there is no need to rush, and "it is" worth looking around to find all those little hidden things in each
area, then Driftmoon is for you. I have not had such fun in an RPG game for sometime. But I must say for a two person team
Driftmoon is excellent fun indeed. Some of the NPC's are rather unique and have some interesting story interaction, querky
comments, and the oddest of vendors you find here and there.

I have had a great time already playing through Driftmoon, and some fun looking around trying to find everything I can on each
and every area. I recommend reading al the comments from the NPC's (As I know a lot of us skip through the conversations
quickly in most rpg's) read the books and notes you find, they give you a lot of clues to your quests, and lore of monsters around
the world.

The quests though not brain taxing to work out, fit into the gameworld well, make you think just enough so not to get yourself
flustered about how to complete the quests and I have had a good chuckle or two reading some of the dialogue from the npc's
that assist and also attack you.

Skill system is rudamentary, but works really well, you also have a stats section for Strength, Constitution, Intel, Dexterity and
Agility. A talent system with passive and activated skills to use on your travels. A basic crafting system to make potions, arrows
etc - which is made from found bits and pieces around the world and from creatures.

It also comes with a mod toolset - not looked into much yet, but does seem to be interesting. There is already some mods out and
I am sure many more to come.

For the price on Steam, Driftmoon is a great addition to anyone who enjoys RPG games.

Well done to the Two person Dev Team to bring a great little title out to the RPG gaming community.

Nano Driller is out now!:
Yay! If you haven't bought my game yet, please give it a try! If you have, let me know if there are any bugs, and I'll try to fix
them as soon as possible.
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